At the touch of a button, a fully powered foot and calf massage robot presents itself. The HT-1650 is all dressed up for the occasion, with the same attention to style and finish as the rest of the chair. No other massage chair can boast a fully retractable foot and calf massager.

**FEATURE**

**FOOT/CALF MASSAGER**
- 3 speeds
- 2 automatic programs
- Integrated wave vibration
- Underfoot legrest acupoint

**3D REMOTE CONTROL**
- Acupoint direction
- 8 auto programs including demo mode
- Full function control
- Massage/comfort number
- Lumbar heating, electric recline
- Electric footrest and calf/foot massager deploy
- Countdown timer

**RAPID SEAT MASSAGER**
- 30 pod, 2 stage, pulsing air system

**ACUPRESSURE SENSING**
- Integrated Acupoint sensing with voice response

**MCN**
- Massage Comfort Number: Seven intensity levels let you adjust massage pressure ranging from gentle to invigorating. Human Touch Technology® innovation!

**VOICE RESPONSE**
- With Voice Response activation the HT-1650 will audibly affirm your selection of any of the 8, on-board massage programs. Voice response will also direct you through the Acupoint Detection process, aligning our exclusive Human Touch Technology with your personal Acupressure points.

**AUTO PROGRAMS**
- 1. Sore Muscle Relief
- 2. Sports & Back Therapy
- 3. LegFoot/Hip Therapy
- 4. Neck/Shoulder Relief
- 5. Full Body Stretch
- 6. Morning Wake-Up
- 7. Night Time Soothing
- 8. Auto Demo

**UPHOLSTERY**
- Neck support pillow
- Ergo lumbar pillow/pad
- Integrated Visco foam seat

**SPECIFICATION**

**FOOT/CALF MASSAGER**
- 3 speeds
- 2 automatic programs
- Integrated wave vibration
- Underfoot legrest acupoint

**3D REMOTE CONTROL**
- Acupoint direction
- 8 auto programs including demo mode
- Full function control
- Massage/comfort number
- Lumbar heating, electric recline
- Electric footrest and calf/foot massager deploy
- Countdown timer

**RAPID SEAT MASSAGER**
- 30 pod, 2 stage, pulsing air system

**ACUPRESSURE SENSING**
- Integrated Acupoint sensing with voice response

**MCN**
- Massage Comfort Number: Seven intensity levels let you adjust massage pressure ranging from gentle to invigorating. Human Touch Technology® innovation!

**VOICE RESPONSE**
- With Voice Response activation the HT-1650 will audibly affirm your selection of any of the 8, on-board massage programs. Voice response will also direct you through the Acupoint Detection process, aligning our exclusive Human Touch Technology with your personal Acupressure points.

**AUTO PROGRAMS**
- 1. Sore Muscle Relief
- 2. Sports & Back Therapy
- 3. LegFoot/Hip Therapy
- 4. Neck/Shoulder Relief
- 5. Full Body Stretch
- 6. Morning Wake-Up
- 7. Night Time Soothing
- 8. Auto Demo

**UPHOLSTERY**
- Neck support pillow
- Ergo lumbar pillow/pad
- Integrated Visco foam seat
Double-top stitching puts the emphasis on quality and aesthetics.

In addition to extensive manual massage settings, Interactive Health® has designed eight automatic massage programs right into your remote control to help enhance your health and well-being. Our Acupoint Detection System ensures accurate, personally tuned massage mapping throughout your dawn to dusk activities.

**experience the human touch™**

Our patented Human Touch Technology® works like the wrists, arms and hands of a professional masseuse to yield a Robotic Massage® that feels remarkably human. There is nothing like it in the world.

An accomplished 3-D wand functions as the control console for the full range of massage robotics on-board the HT-1650. Innovative and convenient, the intuitive control console keeps the user informed of all elements of his/her selected massage program.

On-board convenience outlet

Advanced Human Touch robot provides a multitude of combinations of massage techniques and professionally designed programs.

Strategic “Soft Window” allows the Human Touch Robot to effectively provide relief from tense neck and shoulders.

Acupoint detection automatically locates acupressure points for effective massage targeting.

Massage/Comfort number is built into upholstery for user controlled massage intensity and comfort.

In addition to the neck support pillow, oversized ergo pillow provides luxurious support between massage sessions.

Exclusive, 8 mode, fast air system provides analogue pressure pointing with pulsing force.

Foot and calf vibration enhances circulation and soothes tired feet and legs.

Arm rest vibration improves circulation.

2 programs and 3 settings are used to control true Human Touch™ massage that circulates blood toward the heart.